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i have a monaco optix xr with the dtp94 puck that
i am no longer using on my image editing
computer. i do still use it on a less important
windows 7 computer as any calibration is better
than none at all. my nec spectraview only works
on nec monitors. the dtp94 puck however is
optimized for crt screens. it is less accurate on lcd
panels, and even more so i would imagine on wide
gamut lcd panels. it may be time to consider
something new. dtp94 drivers are no longer
available for windows 10 and after reading some
other threads in this forum i think it is time to look
into something else. i did get some good use from
the dtp94, i liked it. i just don't want to update it
and try to keep running on windows 8,7, etc. since
i still have some software that does not seem to
run on those newer operating systems. using a
professional-grade calibration system with your
test monitor is more effective than performing
tests manually.. 32-bit version of the software is
provided for the various embedded systems used
in engineering. as a 32-bit driver, it does not have
the ability to automatically. detect and
automatically download drivers for hardware
using drivers. i am running windows 7 64 bit and
ie 8. yeah solarwinds support was clueless with
my case as well. 96bbaee0f0
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gheorghezamfirdiscographytorrentdownload the
next step is to download the latest
"monacogammaloader.exe" from the website http
://www.xrite.com/content/support-xrite-optix-
software/monacogammaloader.exe.you can use
the search engine or download directly by clicking
the link on the x-rite site.
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has anyone had this problem with the xrite dtp94
and yosemite? i can't get my monitor to calibrate.
i have a nec pa271w. i think yosemite needs the
drivers for the dtp94 because the dtp94 seems to
be unlisted in the xrite app on yosemite. if this is

correct, how do i get the xrite dtp94 drivers to
work? i have had the x-rite dtp94 installed on my
windows 10 laptop for almost a year now and i
have never had a calibration work. the color

match goes from green to red when i calibrate. it's
very strange. it only does this on the fhd version
of the monitor. i have tried different versions of
both the colormunki and photo software and it

never changes the color match from green to red.
i have tried this on two different laptops. the
calibration works perfectly on my windows 8

laptop. i have been using a colormunki display on
my mac for about five years and it has worked

perfectly. i just bought a new macbook pro and i
am trying to calibrate the new x-rite dtp94 device,
but it won't show up in the colormunki interface. i

have the latest version of the x-rite photo
software. i have the latest version of the dtp94

drivers and still having the same problem. i tried
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to follow the instructions here: which seem to
work perfectly for the old version of the software.

has anyone else been able to figure this out?
thanks. i have two dtp94 displays, one for my

desktop pc and one for my laptop, connected to a
colormunki. i can use the colormunki with my
windows 8 laptop as well as my windows 10

desktop. i can also use the colormunki with my
macos sierra laptop. but i cannot get the dtp94 to

work with my macos sierra desktop. it says it is
not installed. i have gone to my "programs" folder,
and i cannot see any xrite for the dtp94. is there a
special place that i have to place the drivers in my
computer to access the dtp94? the dtp94 is not in

the x-rite section of the "programs" folder.
5ec8ef588b
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